QUINTON TOWNSHIP SCHOOL
Quinton, New Jersey
Stewart G. Potter
Principal
Dear Parents/Guardians:
This is a brief summary of our mandatory uniform policy.
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Color Choices Tops:
White, Yellow, Navy Blue, Black
Color Choices Bottoms:
Black, Khaki, Navy Blue
Gym Wear Tops:
White, Yellow, Navy Blue, Black, and all Quinton wear
Gym Wear Bottoms:
Black, Navy Blue, and all Quinton wear
Belt:
Any solid color belt
Sneakers:
Any color
Shoes:
Any color
Solid Light Gray Sweatpants (pants only, not shorts) are permitted.

Dress code Do’s
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Shirts must be tucked in.
All pants must be made of cotton twill or 100% cotton.
Pants must be worn at the waist and have belt loops.
Skorts and jumpers can be made of rayon or cotton twill.
Sweater vests or cardigan must be white, yellow, or navy blue.
All shorts and skorts will be required to have a minimum of a five inch in-seem.

Dress code DON’TS
ü No logos on any clothing items.
ü Pants made of nylon, stretch, or rayan material are not permitted.
ü Pants are not to be tight fitting.
ü Pants/shorts that are made of denim material, jean type design, or shiny in appearance are not
permitted.
ü No v-neck shirts. Shirts must have a collar except for long sleeve turtleneck or mock shirts.
ü No contrasting colors on the collars.
ü Girls are not permitted to wear skirts.
ü No cargo pockets, carpenter pants, or extra zippers on pants are permitted.
ü Students are not permitted to wear gray shorts.
Once again, thank you for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact Mrs. Biddle, RN at 935-2379 X 128, or myself at 935-2379 X 202.
Sincerely,

Stewart G. Potter
Principal

